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Abstract. To rigorously prove that a system is correct under normal
system operation requires a formal correctness speci cation. In the context of fault tolerance, correctness means that a system must be correct
even if some speci ed faults occur. The correctness conditions in the former and in the latter case are however not necessarily the same. This is
because correctness speci cations for fault tolerance must often take the
behavior of faulty components into account. In this paper we perform a
case study on the interrelations between problem speci cations in ideal
environments and in faulty ones. The problem considered is that of consensus and the failure model used is crash. The goal of this research is
to uncover the in uences that speci c failure models have on problem
speci cations so that fault-tolerance speci cations can be systematically
derived. As this is work in progress, the ideas herein are partly half-baked
and deserve some additional discussion.
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1 Introduction
A system is usually de ned as a \thing" that interacts with its environment
in a discrete fashion across a well-de ned boundary (called an interface ) [19].
Speci cations for systems identify the intended behavior at the interface. If a
system S exhibits only the kind of behavior permitted by some speci cation M ,
then we say that \S is correct regarding M ". In ideal and fault-free environments
we call M the ideal problem speci cation.
There are di erent notions of correctness when fault-tolerance issues are involved. A necessary starting point when exploring any of these notions is always
an assumption about the faults that may happen within or outside of the system. A description of faulty behavior of a class of systems is commonly referred
to as a failure model. When \applied" to a system, a failure model completely
determines the system's behavior in faulty environments. In some cases, a system can still satisfy its ideal problem speci cation even when subcomponents
follow some failure model. This leads to a rst notion of correctness in faulty
environments, i.e., that of masking fault-tolerance, meaning that the e ects of
faults are transparently handled at the system interface. It is however obvious
that the ideal problem speci cation cannot be satis ed if a suciently hostile
failure model is chosen. So di erent notions of correctness in faulty environments
refer to a di erent and necessarily weaker problem speci cation which we call a
fault-tolerance speci cation (or tolerance speci cation for short).
A system can be thought of as a hardware or software module (or program
for short) which is supposed to implement a given speci cation. We take the
view that programs and speci cations are both formulas of some temporal logic,
so programs are also speci cations, yet very low level ones. They possess a level
of detail which makes it possible to automatically generate executable code for
some machine architecture. At the program level, the e ects of a failure model are
concrete and have been well-studied. At this level, some speci c failure model
can be \implemented" by augmenting the source code in such ways that the
resulting program mimics the behavior of the failure model. Thus, generally a
failure model can be viewed as a program transformation F , i.e., a function that
maps programs to programs [12]. Given some program S , then S = F (S ) is the
program under failure model F . (This perspective can be seen as a generalization
of compile-time fault injection techniques [15].)
While these topics are largely understood at the program level, the e ects of
failure models at the abstract speci cation level remain largely uncharted. This
is depicted in Figure 1. Given a speci c ideal problem speci cation and a failure
model there are usually many (weaker) tolerance speci cations for that problem.
In this paper we take a rst attempt to study the e ects of speci c failure
models on ideal problem speci cations. A better understanding of the issues
involved may enable the systematic derivation of fault-tolerance speci cations,
thus supporting modular and formal veri cation of fault-tolerant systems.
Our study is based on an unusual way to describe failure models at the
speci cation level. This is sketched in Section 3. Because of space limitations
we keep our exposition simple and arrange it along the lines of an example. We
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Fig. 1. The relationship between ideal and fault-tolerance speci cations.
constrain our attention to the well-known crash failure model and discuss how it
may in uence system properties. In Section 4 we use these observations to derive
a tolerance speci cation for the problem of consensus. Section 5 summarizes some
preliminary results and sketches directions for future work. However, before we
embark on this trip, we must lay some grounds for the understanding of faulttolerance speci cations, which is done in the following section.

2 What exactly is a (Fault-Tolerance) Speci cation?
When specifying reactive systems it is necessary to distinguish between the system and its environment. The environment consists of all \things" that have
access to and interact with the interface of the system. These may be other systems or simply a (human) user. A speci cation of a system S asserts that S will
guarantee a property M under the assumption that the environment guarantees
some property E . This point is important because it underlines the \contract
nature" of a speci cation: the system itself cannot restrict actions of the environment; it must rely on the assumptions given by E .
Of course, systems may be constructed using many subsystems, each of which
having its own interface and its own speci cation. Consider for example the system depicted in Figure 2. Shown is a distributed system consisting of n processes
p1 ; : : : ; pn that communicate via a communication subsystem. Here, each small
box identi es a systems in the sense de ned above. Each system is part of the
environment of the other. In the speci cation of a process pi for example, E
will de ne what pi can expect from the communication subsystem (i.e., the type
and order of \messages" received) and M will describe how pi reacts (i.e., what
\messages" it will send). Taking all processes and the communication subsystem
together yields a larger system. Speci cations for such larger distributed systems
de ne what task should be solved by coordinated actions of its subcomponents.
These types of speci cations are those which interest us most. However, reasoning about them involves reasoning about the properties of subcomponents.
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But what exactly is a property? Here we take a state-based approach to de ne
the corresponding terms. A state is some assignment of values to the \variables"
of an interface. We assume that a state completely describes the state of the
interface at some instant. An execution of a system is a sequence of states. A
property is a set of executions. A system by itself de nes a property, which is the
set of all executions possibly observable at the interface. We say that a property
P holds for a system S if the set of executions de ned by S is contained in
P . We sometimes call a state change at the interface an action. State changes
at the interface are either initiated by the system or by the environment. This
can be viewed as the distinction between input and output variables (i.e., input
variables are written by the environment and only read by the system, output
variables are de ned analogously).
Lamport identi ed two main types of properties called safety and liveness
[18]. A safety property informally states that some bad thing will never happen.
Intuitively, if a property P is nitely refutable then P is a safety property. Partial
correctness or diagrams of nite state automata are examples of safety properties.
On the other hand, a liveness property informally states that some good thing
will eventually happen. Termination and guaranteed service are examples of
liveness properties.1 Every property which we are concerned with here can be
shown to be the intersection of a safety and a liveness property [2].
Recalling the informal exposition above, a speci cation formally is the property E M , which is the set of all executions that are in M or not in E . This
form can be seen as a generalization of the usual pre- and postcondition formulation in sequential correctness speci cations. For example, the Hoare triple
P S Q can be interpreted as the assertion that S will satisfy Q when it terminates (this corresponds to M ) and that the environment starts S only when
P is true (this corresponds to E ).
A fault-tolerance speci cation is usually obtained by weakening either E or
M (or both).2 Weakening E resembles the anticipation of abnormal behavior
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We omit formal de nitions of safety and liveness for brevity. The interested reader
is referred to the work of Alpern and Schneider [2].
2
With the given de nition of a property, the term `weakening' refers to adding executions to a property. Consequently, the value false (designating the weakest property)
is equivalent to the set of all executions and true is the empty set.
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of the environment, whereas weakening M indicates that the system itself will
sometimes deviate from its original correctness speci cation.

3 High-Level Failure Speci cations
In the literature there is a distinction between faults, errors and failures [17]. A
fault is tied to the notion of a defect (e.g., a memory cell which always returns a
0). Faults can lead to errors which are part of the system state (e.g., a corrupted
message on a channel). A failure occurs if the system violates its correctness
speci cation.
As mentioned in the introduction, a failure model describes the manner in
which system or subcomponents of a system may fail. It is always tied to a
speci c system (or class of systems). In this section, we will use as an example
the crash failure model, which is usually tied to systems resembling concurrent
processes. In the crash failure model, the system fails simply by halting [13].
Volzer [22] observed that failure models formally consist of two distinct parts:
1. the impact model, a speci cation of the additional faulty behavior of the
system, and
2. the rely speci cation, a speci cation of assumptions that restrict the set of
possible system executions (e.g., \no more that t nodes may crash").
The rst part is responsible for weakening the ideal speci cation of some system:
through the added behavior more executions become possible. Usually, this involves augmenting both safety and liveness properties of the given system. The
second part can be seen as bounding the additional behavior from becoming too
bad. This can be seen as requiring a safety property for the entire system. It
seems as if both parts are always needed. However, the rely speci cation usually
is a global assumption on a composed system.

3.1 Characterizing Crash in Terms of Safety and Liveness.
Now consider the crash failure model, let pi be a process that may crash and let
Ei Mi be the correctness speci cation that pi satis es in fault free operations.
Process pi has some xed but unknown set of states. Now, we add a special
\crashed" state c to this set and characterize the additional behavior in terms
of safety and liveness as follows:
{ (safety) pi operates according to Ei Mi unless it has reached c, and pi
cannot leave c (i.e., the successor state of c is again c), and
{ (liveness) eventually pi will reach c.
The \safety" properties of the crash failure model ensures that the crash \does
nothing bad", i.e., it does not cause the system to behave in more benign or more
malevolent ways. The liveness property ensures that the crash will eventually
occur and is important, since the safety property alone would be meaningless.
)
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We call this interpretation of crash in terms of safety and liveness \unusual"
because for example the usual informal understanding of, for example, liveness
as \something good will eventually happen" needs a little twist of mind if the
good thing is a crash. Note however, that the safety and liveness conditions
are not \stand-alone" properties in the actual sense de ned above because they
obviously refer to existing properties of a given system (here pi ).
This type of description captures only the impact model and not the rely
speci cation of crash. The rely speci cation is an assertion about a system composed of crashing processes. For the crash failure model it usually asserts that
the number of processes allowed to crash does not exceed some given value t < n.

3.2 E ects on Original Speci cations
What e ects can a failure model like the one de ned in the previous section have
on the speci cation Ei Mi of process pi ? As shown by Alpern and Schneider
[2], it is possible to write Mi as the intersection of a safety property MS and a
liveness property ML. Let's look at the safety property rst.
The crash failure model asserts that pi never leaves the crash state c if it
ever enters it. This weakens the original safety property to yield a larger set
MS which additionally contains all executions that also play to this new rule.
However, observe that the original property MS cannot be violated since the
safety condition of crash prohibits anything from happening. (A violation of MS
would only be possible if MS would contain a reference to c. But c is added after
MS is speci ed.)
Now consider pi 's liveness property ML. It is weakened to additionally allow all runs in which the crash action eventually happens. For example, if ML
requires pi to eventually perform some action a, then the modi ed liveness property ML contains all runs in which eventually a happens and eventually the crash
action happens. The intersection of MS and ML results in the \desired" behavior
of a crashing node.
Obviously, the crash failure model applied to pi cannot directly in uence Ei .
The only way in which it can take e ect on Ei is by viewing the environment of
pi as consisting of equally constructed processes that themselves are subject to
crash failures. Hence, the environment assumption of pi is related to the system
guarantees Mj of the neighboring processes in the distributed system. At the
moment we do not know what form Ei has, apart from the fact that it should
be a safety property.3
Now we will investigate how the modi ed process speci cation a ects a problem speci cation of a distributed system which is composed of \crashing" processes.
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A result of Abadi and Lamport states that under \normal" circumstances environmental assumptions consist merely of safety properties [1, Theorem 1].
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4 Deriving Fault-Tolerance Speci cations
In this section we study how tolerance speci cations can be derived from an ideal
problem speci cation and a failure model. We use the well-studied problem of
consensus [4] as an example.

4.1 Consensus

As we are in a state-based environment, we will de ne the consensus problem
using two process variables i and i where i is the propose variable at process
pi and i is the decision variable at pi . Both can take any value v from a nite set
V of decision values. If some value v is placed into i , we say that pi proposes v.
Dually, if pi places some value v in i then we say that pi decides v. We assume
that processes propose and decide at most once and that they must propose a
value before they can decide.
An algorithm that solves consensus must ful ll the following three correctness
conditions:
T1 (termination) eventually every process decides,
A1 (agreement) no two processes decide di erent values, and
V1 (validity) the decision value must have been proposed by at least one process.
In contrast to termination (which is a liveness property), agreement and validity
are both safety properties; agreement ensures the actual consensus while the validity condition rules out trivial algorithms where processes do not communicate.

4.2 Degraded Consensus Speci cations

In terms of the framework described in Section 2 the consensus problem of the
previous section is a speci cation E M of a system composed of multiple
processes (as sketched in Figure 2). The interface between this system and its
environment consists of the input variables i and the output variables i . The
environment assumption E therefore contains the assumption that, if some value
v is written to some variable i then v V . The system property M contains a
formal description of the three correctness conditions of consensus from Section
4.1.
)

2

Composing the Speci cation. How may E M be modi ed to account for
the fact that subcomponents may crash? A rst approach would be to compose
the speci cations of the subsystems to a speci cation of the entire system and
study the di erences to the ideal problem speci cation. This can be done, for
example, using the composition theorem of Abadi and Lamport [1, Theorem 2].
However, this requires knowing the exact speci cations of the subcomponents.
The information therein reveals the exact behavior of all processes and their
interaction with the message subsystem (i.e., the protocol they use). This method
can thus be used to investigate whether a speci c implementation of a consensus
protocol suits the speci cation. But as we are not concerned with a particular
protocol here, we do not see how this approach can be of use to us.
)
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Weakening the Speci cation. Another approach starts with the ideal problem speci cation. By means of some heuristics we can then weaken the ideal
safety and liveness properties to yield a set of degraded problem requirements
that can be composed to weaker problem speci cations. This idea is close to Herlihy and Wing's method to specify graceful degradation [14]. We will attempt to
follow this method now and relate the degraded requirements to e ects of the
crash failure model on process speci cations from Section 3.

Termination. Termination is a liveness property and requires all processes to
eventually decide. However, the interplay between the modi ed process properties MS and ML may lead to a situation where processes may never decide. A
natural weakening of termination would therefore be formulated as follows:
T2 eventually a xed subset of processes decide.
Note that T2 can take multiple forms depending on the concrete value of .
Thus, there is a variation of T2 for all possible subsets of fp1 ; : : : ; pn g. A sensible
instance of T2 however is to let equal the subset of processes that continuously
remain alive (i.e., do not crash). Such a requirement may seem to appear out of
thin air, but it is in fact the result of combining one part of our failure model
with the speci cations of the processes.
The rely speci cation of crash (which we have not yet used) restricts the
number of crashing processes to be at most t (where t < n). This is a safety
requirement on the composed system because we can tell in nite time when it
is violated. The rely speci cation rules out all executions in which more than t
processes enter the crashed state. So the intersection between the rely speci cation and all of the processes's system guarantees yields exactly the following
liveness condition:
T3 eventually every process that does not crash decides.4
This obviously strengthens the speci cation of an individual process pi again
because all executions are now excluded in which pi enters the crash state if
already t other processes have crashed. This seems quite peculiar to us, since a
global restriction a ects local speci cations. We call this e ect belated reliance.
0

0

Agreement and Validity. We have seen that the crash failure model does not
augment the safety properties of the processes. As the conjunction of these safety
properties is again a safety property we can follow that safety properties that
were satis ed before are still satis ed under the crash failure model. Because
agreement and validity are both safety properties we can deduce that they are
still valid and need no weakening.
A degraded speci cation of consensus under the crash failure model therefore
reduces to the conditions T3, A1 and V1. Note that this version of the consensus
problem is similar to uniform consensus since processes are required to decide
4
Note that requirement T1 is fully contained in T3, i.e., every execution satisfying
T1 also satis es T3, but not vice versa.
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uniformly (i.e., a restriction is placed even on those processes which eventually
crash) [13]. We conjecture that this is the strongest form of consensus achievable
under the crash failure model and it seems as though the methodology presented
in this paper allows to prove this (future work must investigate this problem
further.) The non-uniform version of consensus (where processes that eventually
crash are allowed to decide di erently from correct processes) [13] is weaker than
uniform consensus.

5 Discussion
In this paper we have studied the e ects of a speci c failure model on an ideal
problem speci cation. The problem speci cation chosen was that of consensus
and the failure model investigated was that of crash. By using an unusual characterization of crash in terms of safety and liveness we have identi ed the e ects
that this particular failure model can have on the ideal problem speci cation.
Previous research, especially in connection with consensus and the crash
failure model, has often focused on solvability issues [5, 6, 11], i.e., the question,
whether or not a problem is solvable under what type of fault assumptions
and system model. The observation that the crash model merely in uences the
liveness properties of a composed system has been the basis for the in uential
theory of failure detectors by Chandra and Toueg [7]. Consequently, in proofs
of consensus algorithms for the crash model [7, 21] these detectors are merely
needed in those parts that show the termination property. This leads us to the
conclusion that the speci cation method for failures exempli ed in Section 3
can lead to a clearer understanding of interrelations between failure models and
problem speci cations.
A rst reference to work in the area of producing degraded speci cations
is a paper by Echtle [9]. He reduces the environment assumptions of a process
to the predicate false, thus modeling worst case (Byzantine) behavior (an idea
which is also described in a later paper by Echtle and Leu [10]). Later, Cristian
advocated the precise formulation of failure semantics in a widely circulated
article appearing in Communications of the ACM [8]. Independently, Herlihy
and Wing pioneered the area of degraded speci cations [14]; in their relaxation
lattice method [14] they show how to obtain a set of \degraded" speci cations
by weakening the requirements (or as they call constraints ) that constitute the
ideal problem speci cation. This resulting set of speci cations was shown to form
a lattice with the ideal speci cation at the top and the \empty" speci cation
at the bottom. Their aim was to specify graceful degradation, which now can
be viewed as moving up or down the lattice depending on the set of constraints
ful llable in the current environment. However, it was not clear how to generally
derive these constraints. This is what interests us.
Based on the division of system properties into safety and liveness, Arora
and Kulkarni have suggested to derive these constraints by either disregarding
liveness but preserving safety, or by \temporarily" disregarding safety but preserving liveness [3]. Here, we have tried to combine both approaches in a case
9

study. An interesting point that led to the derivation of termination requirement
T3 was that it was the result of conjoining properties of subcomponents with the
rely speci cation of the failure model. This shows that derivation recipies for degraded speci cations can go beyond the use of application-dependent heuristics
and even have some potential of automation.
Future work must investigate ways to decompose safety and liveness specications in suitable (possibly application independent) ways aiming at a set of
ner grained tolerance speci cations. Also, the merits of our approach must be
studied in much greater detail (preferably using some formal veri cation tool
like PVS [20] or VSE [16]) and with a broader testbed of problems. Only this
can show the actual advantages and limitations of the proposed approach.
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